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Abstract: Inthe past few years, mining oftemporal frequent 

patterns from transactional database has gathered momentum. 

Numerous works and algorithms have been proposed for FIM 

[1,2,3,4], but the same models cannot be implemented to mine 

temporal patterns as none of the models are built to find patterns 

that consider periodicity of its occurrence in a database. The 

importance of an itemset really rests upon its utility rather than 

its participation count. Works over utility mining [5, 6 and 7] 

have gathered more momentum in this last decade and many 

research works have been carried out. In this paper, a survey is 

conducted on i) the works that led to periodic pattern mining, ii) 

the works over periodic pattern mining and iii) the extended and 

enhanced works of Periodic pattern mining. 

Keyword: Temporal Mining, Utility Mining, Periodic Mining, 

High Utility Itemset mining, Sequential Pattern Mining. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is a subject area aids to extract useful 

information from plenty of unprocessed data that are 

gathered for a certain time period. Frequent PatternMining is 

one such subfield of data mining that identifies the 

frequency of an itemset in transaction database. Even though 

copious works and algorithms are available for Frequent 

Itemset Mining FIM [1, 2, 3, 4], the main drawback of 

conventional FIM algorithms is that it doesn‟t find periodic 

patterns in a database. Another important constraint is that 

the frequency metric alone cannot be considered as a useful 

measure of decision making, as it only reveals the count of 

transactions that contains a particular itemset[8].  

The importance of an itemset really rests upon its utility 

rather than its participation count. Works over utility mining 

[5, 6 and 7] have gathered more momentum and many 

researchers are doing their research in the field of utility 

based mining. One such extended work is termed as High 

Utility Itemset (HUI) mining [9, 10, 11, 12 and 13]. In this 

paper, periodicity based mining framework, which contains 

time series mining and periodic pattern mining over 

transaction databases are discussed. Then,  an overview of 

extensions of periodic mining models like sequential HUI 

Mining framework and periodic high utility itemsets are 

presented and further a detailed review about algorithms 

used to mine HUI are also presented. 
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II. TIME SERIES DATAMINING 

The measurement of any analysis in the scientific field is 

carried out with respect to time. The identifications over a 

set of ordered data based on time is referred as time series. 

The mining paradigm with time series tries to discover the 

essential meaningful knowledge from the gathered data in 

time bound manner. The sequential observations carried out 

with respect to time results in a set of values are referred as 

time series. The research contributions over the past one and 

a half decades in the area of time series was certainly 

overwhelming irrespective of the complex nature associated 

with it. 

One of the earlier works, Agrawal et al [14] has 

introduced an index based technique to process similarity 

queries bound in a time series. They used a map structure 

based on Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to connect the 

frequency domain and the time sequences. They also 

observe that only the first set of frequencies is strongly 

mapped in the sequence and also measured the distance 

relation in terms of Fourier transforms in time or frequency 

domain.   

Berndt et al. [15] carried out works with a dynamic 

programming approach to the time series based mining 

problem. They tried to detect double top peak patterns and 

express the same in higher-level relations. They proposed 

Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) algorithm based on 

independent time series mapped segments with a template. It 

then segments the time series based on the template and 

applies the parallel matching process. They also tried to 

control the computations based on time series and then 

distributed it along multiple processors. 

Chan Kin et al. [16] tried to capitalize on the advantages 

of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), as the DWT helps 

to represent the signal in form of multi-resolution. This 

multi-resolution attribute helps in representing the locations 

in terms of both frequency and time. This certainly tends to 

provide more advantage by bearing more information than 

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). While the DFT just 

denotes the time sequence extracted from lower harmonics, 

the DWT encapsulates the original time sequence with the 

respective coefficients. Through the experiments, they 

proved that the Haar transformed domain can be used to 

preserve the Euclidean distance and also it outperformed the 

conventional DFT conveniently. They also proposed a 

model to handle vertical shift of time series problem and the 

model is based on the wavelet method that uses the query 

range and modifies the range using the Euclidean distance 

preservation property. Yi et al.  
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[17] in their work studied the issue of performance 

reduction due to the “dimensionality curse”  

phenomenon. The issue generally arises because of certain 

limitation that was prevalent on earlier works. The 

limitations include i) multi-modality support and ii) Feature 

Extraction. They proposed a segment based feature 

extraction model by segmenting the time sequence in to 

fixed size. These segments are used to form feature vector. 

The mathematical influence of the model helps in 

decreasing the search space considerably without 

compensating the accuracy of the results. 

Yongwei Ding et al [18] in their work proved the 

importance of mining data that occur recurrently over 

certain time period.  The importance of the time series data 

largely rests on its nature of easy understanding and easy 

implementation. The approach uses indexing method based 

on piece liner representation then it compresses and 

measures the time series. Further, they proposed a novel 

segmentation method based on Piece-wise Linear 

Representation (PLR) for slicing the time series in the data 

mining. They tried to implement their model in the real 

stock market and the results showed better efficiency. 

Yin-Fu Huang & Po-LunLiou [19] has proposed a 

technique that incorporates the time series data in a simple 

organized collection of XML document. The XML 

document has a complexity due to the tree-structure 

representation, as the clustering of XML and tree-structured 

documents based on time series is always a challenge. They 

tried to overcome this complexity by mapping Self-

Organized Map (SOM) with Jaccard coefficients to match 

the XML documents. They provided a sequential mining 

method to mine maximum frequent sequences. Using these 

sequences they constructed the frequent structures in the 

cluster. 

Liping Liu &Ninghai Cui [20] came up with a method of 

mining association rules with time series. The time series 

was first subjected to anti-season pretreatment and the 

algorithm was used to accomplish the pattern-sequence that 

rest on the treated time series. This model minimized the 

effort on mining. The approach was well suited for higher 

precision models where the changes are carried out in anti-

season using moving average method. 

Uday et al. [21] classified periodic patterns based on the 

properties of time series as regular patterns and recurring 

patterns. Discovering recurring patterns is a significant 

application due to i) its temporal inclination, ii) its non anti-

monotonic nature, and iii) its importance in real-life events. 

The authors tried to provide a model to mine recurring 

patterns by considering all the above mentioned facts. They 

tried to revamp the transactional database into transactions 

ordered according to a particular timestamp, which is 

arrived by taking into account the time series as a time-

based sequence. Periodic-support, periodic-interval, and 

recurrence are the three novel procedures proposed to 

measure the dynamic periodic behavior of recurring 

patterns. Further, they proposed an efficient pruning strategy 

based pattern growth algorithm (RP-growth) to mine the 

recurring patterns. The result showed that the algorithm 

mines the recurring patterns on data obtained from real-life 

applications. 

A. Periodicity Mining Over Time Sequence Data  

Periodicity mining on time sequence data is an instrument 

that supports in identifying the behavior of time series data. 

In this section, few works over time series periodicity 

mining is discussed. 

C.Faloutsos et al. [22] had contributed to one of the 

earlier works in mining in time series data, as they tried to 

discover subsequences within a collection of sequences. The 

concept they devised was to associate every subsequence 

into a multidimensional rectangles in feature space. Using 

R* tree spatial access model they indexed the rectangles, 

further by employing sliding window to extract the features 

as trails from data sequence. The trials were divided into sub 

trials using a proposed efficient algorithm and the sub trails 

are presented as Minimum Bound Rectangles (MBR). The 

model was examined in both synthetic and real data. The 

model outperformed sequential scanning, the only 

competitor at that period of time. 

Indyk et al. [23] in their work formalized various 

problems pertaining to the time series identification as 

different representative trends. Based on certain properties, 

they categorized an interval of observation as a 

representative trend in a time series. Further, they devised an 

algorithm to analyze large time series datasets for 

representative trends; they tried to prove their algorithm‟s 

efficiency against data processing and handling. They 

employed dimensionality reduction technique for identifying 

the representative trends, the technique employs a 

mechanism to replace each interval in the time space with 

“sketch”; these sketches are polynomial convolutions that 

are pre-computed through different sets of algorithms 

proposed by the authors. The model effectively computed 

the representative trends, using the pre-computed sketches. 

Through their results,they showed considerable performance 

gains against other models. 

Mohamed et al. [24], classified periodicities into segment 

as well as symbol periodicity. In the first method, termed as 

segment periodicity they considered the entire time series. In 

the second concept termed as symbol periodicity they 

considered the periodicities symbols in the time series. Both 

type of periodicities were examined and analyzed through 

their proposed convolution-based algorithm. Further, they 

proposed an extension of symbol periodicity technique that 

identifies the periodic patterns of periods which are 

unknown, referred as obscure periodic patterns. They tried 

to discover periodicity pace and also frequent periodic 

patterns, simultaneously. 

III. PERIODIC PATTERN MINING 

Ozden, et al. [26] has introduced a model earlier for 

mining periodic patterns. They studied the performance 

drawback involved in mining association rules that vary 

cyclically over a period of time. They proposed two 

algorithms to clear up the problem of cyclic association 

rules and focused their work over the fact that the 

association rule can never abide to the minimum threshold 

over absolute  
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time series, but essentially the confidence of the association 

rule may remain far above the minimum threshold in certain  

time gaps. The first algorithm, named as sequential 

algorithm treated both the cycles and association rules 

independently, a new pruning method called cycle pruning 

was employed to reduce the time to discover cyclic 

association rules.Cycle pruning and optimization methods 

are used in the second algorithm named interleaved 

algorithm to discover cyclic association rules. Through 

series of experiments they proved that interleaved algorithm 

has significant performance against sequential algorithm.   

Romani et al [28] proposed climate and remote sensing 

association patterns miner, a novel approach to locate 

patterns from heterogeneous time series.The proposed 

system, named RemoteAgri comprised of climate database, 

topographical images of low resolution captured through 

remote sensing satellites, an image processor and a module 

for time series extraction and mining. In their preprocessing 

phase, the images were subjected to geometric corrections to 

map land and agricultural applications. Through graphical 

interface, they designed more user friendly time series 

extraction module. Using sliding window concept, they 

mapped the patterns of other series with the transferred 

symbolic representation series with a view to discover 

patterns in multi-temporal satellite images. 

Ma et al. [29] involved in discovering P-Patterns, a 

nomenclature given for partially periodic temporal patterns. 

The P-Patterns happen to occur every 30 seconds in a 

network with a loop of port-up event and followed by port-

down event and then followed with a random gap. They 

employed a two step process, first finding the period lengths 

followed by temporal associations. The temporal 

associations were mined using a variation of Apriori 

algorithm. Their work focused on discovering the periods by 

employing chi-squared test and examined the model‟s 

execution with the existence of noise. The authors devised 

two algorithms to mine the p-patterns based on the 

discovered periods and temporal associations. Through 

experiments over synthetic data they proved that the 

association based algorithm has better tolerance over noisy 

data and period based algorithm has better computational 

efficiency.  

Berberidis et al.[30]investigated partial periodic patterns 

for unsuspected periodicities. They proposed a novel model 

for discovering the periodicities over a time series without 

prior familiarity over the data. They employed Fast Fourier 

Transform to measure the Circular Autocorrelation 

Function, the function helps in generating candidate period 

lengths for each letter in character sequence. And in the 

refining step they employed Han‟s algorithm over the 

candidate period length to find partial periodic patterns. The 

algorithm gained linear superiority over both total number 

of time points and the alphabet size in character sequence.  

Cheng-KuiGu& Xiao-Li Dong [31] proposed a model to 

substitute the position list produce algorithm which was the 

foundation of many earlier asynchronous periodic patterns 

mining algorithms. Their model was based on dot product to 

mineasynchronous periodic patterns from time series. They 

designed a mapping scheme that was based on binary 

representation and proposed an enhanced dot product 

algorithm to discover the event positions in the time series. 

Theirintention was to bring down the calculation time by 

replacing the existing series calculation method with parallel 

calculation and proved with their results showing that the 

proposed model was considerably accurate than other 

algorithms.   

Yang et al. [32] put forward a model to discover 

asynchronous periodic patterns. The idea of mining 

asynchronous periodic patterns was found on the assumption 

that the patterns might be discovered only in certain 

subsequence due to disturbances which may shift the entire 

pattern occurrences. The model employed max_disand 

min_rep parameters to validate the qualification of patterns. 

They assumed that the pattern should reoccur in a certain 

time gap (min_rep) to represent its periodicity and the 

disturbance between two segments are bound to a higher 

limit (max_dis). The authors devised a two-phase algorithm 

where first phaseemploys distance based pruning to emulate 

potential periods. The generated periods are then subjected 

through a repeated series of steps to gather and recognize 

candidate patterns thereby the longest reliable subsequence 

is founded.  

IV. SEQUENTIAL PATTERN MINING 

R.Agrawal and R. Srikant[33] proposed on mining 

sequential patterns from massive transaction database. The 

authors proposed three algorithms to mine sequential 

patterns, they are i) AprioriSome, ii) AprioriAll and iii) 

AprioriDynamicSome. They divided the concern of mining 

sequential patterns into five phases as 1) sort phase – the 

transaction database is reconstructed as  customer 

sequences, 2) L-itemset phase – the set of all L itemsets are 

discovered and from that the set containing large L-

sequences are identified, 3) Transformation phase – the 

customer sequence is transformed into alternate 

representation and finds the large sequences that are 

contained in customer sequence.4) Sequence phase – three 

different algorithms with different approaches are employed 

to find desired sequences, and 5) Maximal phase - the set of 

substantial sequences are analyzed and the maximal 

sequences are discovered. The experimental results showed 

that AprioriSome and AprioriAll scaled linearly with 

number of customer transactions. 

M.J.Zaki [34] proposed SPADE (Sequential 

PAtternDiscovery using Equivalence) classes to address the 

problem of making repeated database scans for mining 

sequential patterns. The models prior to SPADE adopted 

complex hash structures that had limited locality, the 

SPADE divides the problem into smaller sub-problems by 

employing combinatorial properties; these smaller sub-

problems were solved by using a techniques like lattice 

search and join operations in main-memory. The model 

reduced the total number of database scans to just three 

scans. The experimental result showed that SPADE has 

considerable advantage over other models by ratio with 

present-processed data. Further, it was also proved that the 

model is linear scalable with respect to input sequences and 

other database parameters. 
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Yong-Gui& Hong Yu [36] studied moving sequential 

pattern mining. The authors tried to overcome the flaws in 

models like PrefixSpan, which was not suitable to spatial 

applications, where the algorithms tend to generate large 

number of duplicate projected datasets. They designed 

Sequential Mining of Moving Patterns Based on Spatial 

Constraints in Mobile Environment (shortly SMPM) to 

overcome the drawbacks of PrefixSpan method. The 

proposed model has spatial constraint property and stores 

the initial place of the suffix in the sequence, this helps in 

avoiding the repeated pruning of same database and physical 

projections. 

HaifengLi [38] proposed a model to face the realistic 

character of the data stream, that it cannot be stored in 

secondary storage for multiple scans. The authors designed a 

multiple level sequential pattern mining method; the 

approach had been built with the stream property in mind. 

The model employed conventional mining algorithms to 

come across sequential patterns from data streams that are 

over in-memory. The approach divided the memory to hold 

sequential patterns with different supports and the model 

proved its effectiveness through a series of experiments 

carried out. 

V. PERIODIC FREQUENT PATTERN MINING 

A class of frequent patterns, the periodic frequent pattern 

mining had garnered large research groups. To categorize a 

frequent pattern as a periodic-frequent pattern, it should 

occur periodically throughout the database. 

Surana et al. [41] put forward an explanation for “rare 

item problem”, an issue that occurs when trying to mine the 

periodic frequent patterns that contain both rare and frequent 

items. This dilemma arises usually when the mining models 

depend on “single constraints”, which was prevalent in basic 

periodic pattern mining algorithms. Further, they also seek 

to confront the “rare item problem” by providing an 

approach that is based on “multiple constraints”, which 

makes the approach not to comply to closure property. 

Though this makes the approach computationally expensive, 

yet it contemplates by generating some interesting patterns 

as periodic patterns. The authors inspired by this fact have 

designed another efficient approach that is based on multiple 

constraints and also satisfy the downward closure property. 

The results are effective when compared with other basic 

models. 

Uday and Reddy [43] proposed an extended work of 

Tanbeer et al., but they added the real-world scenario to the 

model, as such the frequent patterns seldom occur 

throughout the database without any gaps. By adding an 

interesting measure that appear on certain gap throughout 

the database, the authors recommended an improved 

viewpoint and further a pattern-growth algorithm is used to 

find the periodic frequent patterns from the transactional 

database. The experiment‟soutcome showed that the 

preferred model performs well against its counterparts. 

Rashid et al. [44] in their work tried to emphasize the 

significance of temporal regularity measure of patterns, an 

important measure equivalent to the measure occurrence 

frequency of patterns. They proposed a model to mine 

regularly frequent patterns. They employed variance of 

interval time for measuring the temporal regularity and to 

find the regularly frequent patterns. They used pattern-

growth approach with user-specified threshold. The 

experimental results of the model were time and memory 

efficient in discovering the repeatedly frequent patterns.  

VI. HIGH UTILITY ITEMSET MINING 

Over the last few years, Utility mining is evolved as one 

of the key areas in data mining. Unlike the frequent itemset 

mining, HUIM does not hold anti-monotone property [45, 

46, 47]. Anti-monotone property states that supersets of 

infrequent itemsets are infrequent and subsets of frequent 

itemsets are frequent. This lack of anti-monotone property 

results complexity in handling candidate generation process.   

Chan et al. [12], put forward a model that utilizes the 

profit of individual itemsets during the mining process. 

Here, the utility of an item are accessed using two measures 

called external utility and local transaction utility . The local 

utility is calculated from the database and the external utility 

values are supplied by the user. The transaction database 

and the external utility table provided by the user are used to 

mine itemsets that could satisfy the expectation of the user. 

As per the results of experiment, it is proved that user 

specified threshold value  is not required in the proposed 

method and it is also successful in practice.  

Liu et al. [48], introduced an algorithm with two phase 

based on transaction weighted utilization for mining high 

utility itemsets.The downward closure property is addressed 

in generating high utility itemsetsin  the first phase. The 

second phase prunes the itemsets with over estimated 

utilities [31]. The downside of this method is its iterative 

nature which prevents the algorithm from scaling upwards. 

The approach showed considerable memory and 

computational efficiency when implemented over both 

synthetic and real databases that are even large. It also 

showed considerable memory and computational efficiency 

when implemented over both synthetic and real databases 

that are even large. 

Lan et al. [45], put forward an approach for efficient 

utility mining, named as PB algorithm to mine high utility 

itemsets that implements a projection technique along with a 

new indexing structure. The use of indexing structure is to 

subject the conventional projection based algorithms to 

generate the sub-databases for mining. It lessened the 

unpromising candidates by employing a pruning strategy 

and theoutcome of the experiments showed that the PB 

algorithm outstands against Two-phase [48] and CTU-PRO. 

[49]. 

Li et al. [11], proposed a strategy named Isolated Items 

Discarding Strategy (IIDS), that can be used in utility 

mining approachof any level-wise and it uses a different 

tactic to diminish the number of candidates generated. The 

IIDS, have been integrated with the existing ShFSM and 

DCG models through FUM and DCG+ methods. The 

experimental result over both synthetic and real databases 

showed that FUM and DCG+ has competitive performance 

against Sh FSM and DCG models. 
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Chowdhury et al. [50], proposed multiple models that use 

tree structure to mine incremental and interactive high utility 

patterns. They also tried to maximize the performance by 

employing tree structures that could avoid multiple data 

structure design for multiple threshold values supplied by 

the user. They designed three tree structures i) Incremental 

HUP Lexicographic Tree (IHUPL-Tree)- arrange items in a 

lexicographic order, ii) IHUP transaction frequency tree 

(IHUPTF-Tree) and iii) IHUP-transaction-weighted 

utilization tree- used to build a compact representation of 

items by arranging the items based on their frequency 

(IHUPTWU-Tree)- used to limit the mining time. The 

proposed algorithm utilizes “build once mine many” 

property.  

Kavitha and Geetha [51] introduced a method to mine 

high utility itemsets with cross selling features. The external 

utilities of itemsets that sway potential high utility itemsets 

are redefined in the process of mining. It is connected with 

„good transaction contains good itemset‟ approach. The 

outcome of experiment showed that the model has generated 

new set of unknown patterns that reflect cross-selling 

attributes. 

VII. HIGH UTILITY SEQUENTIAL RULE 

MINING 

High-utility itemset mining has wider application and 

proved to be an important data mining task. It identifies the 

itemsets that yield greater profits in a transaction databases. 

Following HUIM, High-Utility Sequential Pattern (HUSP) 

had developed to find itemsetsthat produce higher profit in 

sequences of customer transaction. 

C.F.Ahmed et al. [53], put forward a model for mining 

high utility sequential patterns.  They suggested that 

considering only the participation count of an item in a 

sequence does not add any essentials to the transaction and 

does not reflect real world scenarios. Their novel approach 

tried to extract real-life information through non-binary 

representation of items in a transactional database. They 

designed two algorithms i) UtilityLevel – a level wise 

approach that generates candidate sequence patterns from 

the database and ii) UtilitySpan – a pattern growth approach 

for mining HUSP.  The experimental results showed that 

both the algorithms are efficient and scalable. 

Yin et al. [54], incorporated the utility factor, they 

designed USpan, an algorithm to find high utility sequential 

patterns. They introduced a new tree based on lexicography 

named as lexicographic quantitative sequence tree, using 

this tree structure they were able to generate high utility 

sequence patterns and they also proposed two pruning 

strategies, one to find the utility of a node through 

concatenation and other strategy to find the utility of the 

node‟s children. The experimental results showed that the 

USpan model generates HUSP from large database with 

minimum utility.  

O.K.Alkan et al. [55] tried to address the challenge of 

large search space that affects the efficiency of any 

algorithm while eliminating the candidate patterns. They 

proposed a model to diminish the search space.  The 

envisioned algorithm was based on Cumulated Rest of 

Match (CRoM) based upper bound. This upper bound value 

gives more stringent utility of candidates to be pruned there 

by limiting the number of candidates generated. The authors 

have further proposed High Utility Sequential Pattern 

Extraction (HuspExt), an algorithm to measure the utility of 

the child patterns depending on their parents. Experimental 

result on real and synthetic data showed that the proposed 

model generates HUSP in more efficient manner. 

G.C.Lan et al. [56] stated that the utility calculation cost 

for measuring the subsequence utilities in sequences has 

always proved to be a challenging task. They tried to resolve 

this bottleneck by supplementing a measure called 

“maximum utility measure”.  The measure states that the 

score of a subsequence in a sequence will always be one. 

With this assumption the measure simplifies the utility 

calculation of subsequences in the database. The authors 

designed an upper bound model to maintain the information 

without any loss during mining and also devised a pruning 

strategy based on projection to derive accurate utility of 

subsequences. They also came up with an indexing strategy 

in an effort to reduce the search time. The result showed that 

the advised method has better pruning accuracy and 

execution efficiency. 

S.Zida et al. [57] addressed an inherent problem in 

sequential patterns, which is they are not bound under any 

confidence or support measure. They proposed an algorithm 

HUSRM (High-Utility Sequential Rule Miner) and various 

optimization methods to mine HUSP from transaction 

database. The results of their approach over four datasets 

showed that their model was 25 times faster and consumed 

memory up to 50%. 

VIII. PERIODIC HIGH UTILITY ITEMSET 

MINING 

Philippe et al. [59],proffered the basic model to mine 

period based high utilities. They analyzed the drawback 

associated with HUIM that it does not considerthe recurring 

patterns in the database. They counteracted this issue by 

proposing periodic high utility itemset mining (PHUIM). 

They focused to spot the items that yield higher profit and 

are bought together periodically by a customer. They 

proposed PHM (Periodic High-utility itemset Miner) to 

mine all periodic HUIs from the database. The analysis of 

the model showed that the algorithm filters out non-periodic 

patterns and generates real PHUIs that yield higher profits. 

Ismail et al. [60] foundthat periodic high utility itemsets 

provide in deciding the profitability of any business 

enterprise. They emphasized that traditional model of 

mining HUIs would not be apt to discover the periodic 

buying patterns and the relationship between those items. 

They proposed a new method to address this limitation and 

generate profitable high utility periodic patterns from 

transactional database.  

The outcome of their experimentshowed that the proposed 

model generates certain patterns that are previously not 

discovered but profitable. 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

This paper has imparted a survey of various contributions 

over and related to periodicity pattern mining.  The main 

types of algorithms for finding periodic patterns are 

discussed in the paper. Further, the paper has given prime 

enhancement works of the periodic pattern mining 

problems. Also, the paper has looked into other extended 

works connected with  periodic pattern mining for instance 

periodic frequent pattern mining, sequential HUI mining and 

periodic HUI mining. The insight idea of each model has 

been briefly described in each section. Also, each section 

gave the basic application to extended application of the 

respective technology. 
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